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Expression of circulating cell-free nucleic
acids around miniscrew implant during
orthodontic tooth movement—a
prospective study
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Abstract

Objectives: Literature shows that the expression of various biomarkers in peri-miniscrew crevicular fluid (PMICF) is
related to the stability of miniscrew implants (MSIs). The present study investigated the role and alterations in levels
of circulating cell-free nucleic acids (cfNAs) in PMICF before and after orthodontic loading.

Material and methods: This prospective study consisted of forty-six MSIs placed between the second premolar
and first molar in the maxillary and mandibular arches. Direct loading was done after 3 weeks of MSI insertion with
nickel-titanium closed coil spring exerting a force of 200 g. The PMICF sample was collected at various time
intervals, and the level of cfNA was determined. Clinical parameters, including implant mobility and gingival health,
were also assessed. Pre-loading and post-loading parameters were assessed using Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test.

Results: Among 46 MSIs, 36 were stable during the study and 10 MSIs showed peri-implant inflammation and
increased mobility. There was a significant rise in the cfNA concentration 24 h after implant insertion (0.4 ± 0.86 ng/
μl). The level of cfNAs significantly decreased over 3 weeks and reached the baseline level (0.2 ± 0.31 ng/μl). There
was also a significant rise in the levels of cfNA (0.8 ± 0.70 ng/μl) at 24 h after loading MSIs, which gradually
decreased to 0.2 ± 0.24 ng/μl after 63 days. The expression of cfNAs was on the average 0.32 units more in the
cases with failed implants (P = 0.05).

Conclusions: cfNA levels in PMICF showed an upward trend 24 h after MSI insertion and 24 h after orthodontic
loading. The expression of cfNA was more in cases with failed MSIs. Hence, the cfNAs can be considered as a
prognostic biomarker of MSI stability.
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Introduction
The introduction of the miniscrew implant (MSI) has
revolutionized the field of orthodontics [1, 2]. An MSI is
a temporary anchorage device (TAD) that provides
better anchorage than a conventional anchorage system
[3]. An MSI is used for shorter time periods; therefore,
the primary stability relies mainly on mechanical hold-
ing, whilst the secondary stability relates to the biological
seal around the MSI [4, 5]. The success rate of MSIs is
reported to be in the range of 57–95.3%, with an average
success rate of 84% [6, 7].
The effectiveness and the clinical application of the

MSI have been reported in the literature, but little is
known about the biomolecular aspect of MSI stability.
Tissue reactions to the applied forces must be known in
order to predict the stability of MSIs [8]. Peri-miniscrew
implant crevicular fluid (PMICF) is the inflammatory ex-
udate that flows out via the MSI crevice [9]. Biomarkers
in the PMICF are used to assess the host’s response to
mechanical forces. Like a natural tooth, orthodontic
force initiates a cascade of inflammatory reactions
around an MSI [8]. PMICF composition is similar to
gingival crevicular fluid (GCF) consisting of inflamma-
tory mediators (e.g., cytokines, host-derived enzymes
and their inhibitors, antibodies, tissue breakdown prod-
ucts, and host response modifiers), which may show
variation during orthodontic force application [9]. The
changing expression of biomarkers around an MSI gives
some insight into the biological response of peri-implant
tissue.
Literature shows several GCF biomarkers for inflam-

mation, tissue damage, bone deposition and resorption,
and other biological processes related to the orthodontic
tooth movement [10]. However, a limited number of
biomarkers have been studied in PMICF regarding MSI
stability. IL-1ß [9, 11], IL-2 [12], IL-6 [12], 1 L-8 [12],
and TNF-α [13] are pro-inflammatory biomarkers; chon-
droitin sulphate [14], RANKL/OPG [15], and osteocalcin
[16] are bone markers. During inflammation or trau-
matic insult, ILs and TNF-α act by promoting bone
resorption and inhibiting bone formation through the
RANK-RANKL pathway, which stimulates endothelial
cells, osteoblasts, and osteoclasts. These protein-based
biomarkers have shown promising results to help explain
the underlying hard tissue response around an MSI dur-
ing orthodontic loading.
Causative factors in MSI failure (acute/chronic peri-

implant inflammation, soft tissue response, and ortho-
dontic loading force) are still an enigma. Circulating
cell-free nucleic acids (cfNAs) are nucleic acid-based in-
flammatory biomarkers that mediate acute inflammation
[17, 18] and are present in biological fluids independent
of cells. The concentration of cfNAs in healthy individ-
uals tends to be 10–30 ng/ml [19]. A high level of cfNAs

is detected in malignant diseases [20]. The cfNAs are
also reported as potential biomarkers for Friedreich’s
and spinocerebellar ataxias, which are degenerative dis-
eases [21–24]. The main source of cfNAs is apoptosis
and necrosis of haematopoietic cells [25]. In response to
trauma and acute inflammation, pro-inflammatory
cytokines stimulate WBC release (neutrophils) from
haematopoietic cells [26]. It is also reported that hyper-
activity of neutrophils releases cfNAs in traumatic injury
[27–29]. Thus, cfNAs are potential biomarkers to assess
inflammatory changes during the insertion and loading of
MSIs.
Existing literature describes protein-based biomarkers.

However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no re-
ports of cfNAs as biomarkers for MSI stability. Further-
more, there are no studies that compare biomarker
(protein or nucleic acid) levels to assess MSI success in
PMICF or compare clinical parameters with biochemical
parameters.
Therefore, the present study aims to evaluate the

changes in the level of cfNAs in PMICF before and after
orthodontic force application and to investigate the rela-
tionship between the level of cfNAs and the clinical pa-
rameters. We hypothesize that there will be a significant
difference between the levels of cfNAs in PMICF, before
and after orthodontic force application.

Materials and methods
Ethical statement
The prospective study was conducted on patients
undergoing orthodontic treatment in the Department of
Orthodontics and Dentofacial Deformities, All India
Institute of Medical Sciences, New Delhi, India. The
study received approval from the Institutional Ethics
Committee Id: IECPG/32/11/2015.

Patient selection and study design
There is a paucity of data regarding the relevance of
cfNAs as biomarkers in assessing the stability of MSIs.
Accordingly, no sample size was calculated a priori, and
it was planned that a convenient number of at least 40
implant sites should be studied as an initial investigation
to understand the alteration in cfNA levels at different
points in time.
The inclusion criteria used in this study were:

� Patients requiring fixed mechanotherapy with first
premolar extractions with maximum anchorage
requirement

� Patients in the age group 15–20 years, irrespective of
sex

� Patients with no history of any systemic disease,
hormonal imbalance, or drug intake (antibiotics or
anti-inflammatory) during the previous 6 months
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� Patients with positive informed consent

The total sample size consisted of 46 MSIs. Levelling
and alignment were achieved till 0.019″ × 0.025″ SS
archwire using MBT prescription (Ormco, slot size
0.022 × 0.028) followed by MSI insertion. A self-drill
miniscrew implant (8 mm in length, 1.5 mm in diameter,
TOMAS MSI-Dentaurum, USA) was inserted bilaterally
between the second premolar and first molar for en
masse retraction. Direct loading of the MSI was done 3
weeks after insertion with a nickel-titanium closed coil
spring (Jaypee, 9 mm in length, 200-g force) (Fig. 1).
A PMICF sample was collected using Periopaper strips

placed at the opening of the peri-miniscrew implant
crevice at predetermined intervals (Fig. 2, Table 1). A
time interval of 3 weeks after MSI insertion was consid-
ered as the baseline parameter since inflammation due
to traumatic insertion of implants subsides within 3
weeks [5]. The clinical parameters, including implant
mobility and gingival health, were also assessed during
the same time interval using a periotest and periodontal
probe, respectively (Fig. 3). Gingival health was recorded
on a modified Loe and Silness index (gingival index).

Biochemical analysis
The collected paper strips were eluted in 200 μl of
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at pH 7.4 to recover
cfNAs from the Periopaper strips. After vortexing for 30
s and shaking for a few minutes, soaked paper strips in
phosphate buffer solution were kept at 4°C for 12 h to
soften the paper and maximize the release of cfNAs. The
samples were stored at −70°C until they were assayed for
cfNAs.

Estimation of cfNAs
As per the instruction given by the manufacturer “Invi-
trogen” HS (High sensitivity DNA). Initially, the Qubit

working solution was made followed by 2 standard solu-
tions at 0 = no DNA and 500 pg DNA to calibrate the
Qubit fluorometer device. Qubit standard solutions were
prepared not more than 2 h prior to the experiment. For
quantification, 10 μl of standard and sample was taken
with 190 μl of Qubit working solution in 0.5ml PCR
tube which was provided with the kit. Vortexing was
done for 2-3 s followed by incubation for 2 min at room
temperature. After calibration of standards in Qubit 3
device sample was quantified one by one and then each
measurement was saved in Qubit 3 device and later,
transferred through pen drive.

Statistical analysis
The cfNA values were expressed as the mean ± SD at
each time point. Using a Wilcoxon signed rank test,
pre-loading parameters were compared with baseline
T1, and post-loading parameters were compared with
baseline T3. In addition, the median (interquartile
range) was also calculated. The cfNA values were
compared between successful and failed MSIs using
Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test. A receiver operating char-
acteristic (ROC) curve analysis was carried out to as-
sess the discriminating ability of the markers between
the two groups. The best threshold value was identi-
fied, and sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values
were calculated to predict the failures at the identified
threshold values.
Clinical parameters, including periotest mobility, man-

ual mobility, and modified Loe and Silness index, were
also assessed. Periotest mobility was compared using
Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test. The concordance of pre- and
post-loading parameters of the score of severity of gin-
gival inflammation (modified Loe and Silness index) and
manual mobility of MSI were assessed by using an exact
symmetry test gingival. A P value of < 0.05 was

Fig. 1 Loading of the miniscrew implant with Nitinol close coil spring (9 mm, 200-g force)
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considered statistically significant. All analyses were car-
ried out using Stata, version 15.1.

Results
The levels of cfNAs in maxillary and mandibular arches
in each patient were tabulated and compared. The trend
was found to be the same in each arch, with no statisti-
cally significant difference between the two arches.
Figure 4 shows the average of the cfNA biomarker level
taken for both arches from 12 patients, followed for 63
days.

Changes in cfNA levels with time (Fig. 4, Table 2)
During pre-loading, there was a significant rise (P <
0.01) in the cfNA concentration 24 h after implant inser-
tion (T2, 0.9 ± 0.72 ng/μl). The level of cfNAs signifi-
cantly decreased over 3 weeks and almost subsided to
the baseline level at T3 (0.2 ± 0.31 ng/μl). During post-
loading intervals, there was a significant rise (P < 0.01)
24 h after MSI loading (0.8 ± 0.70 ng/μl), after which it
decreased to 0.2 ± 0.24 ng/μl after 63 days. Thus, the
curve of cfNAs showed two peaks, the first at T2 and
the second at T5; the T2 peak was higher than the T5
(Fig. 4, Table 2).

Correlation of clinical parameters (Table 3)
During pre-loading, there was a significant (P < 0.001)
rise in the mean periotest value 24 h after MSI insertion
(T2, 6.7 ± 3.38), followed by a gradual decrease 3 weeks
after MSI insertion (T3, 5.4 ± 2.91). There was a slight
surge at T5 (5.4 ± 2.05) after MSI loading and a gradual
decrease to 4.1 ± 2.01 after 63 days. When the exact test
of symmetry was applied for manual mobility and the
modified Loe and Silness index, there was a significant
(P < 0.001) deterioration in gingival health (65%) and an
increase in manual mobility 24 h after implant insertion
(Table 3).

Comparison of cfNA levels between successful and failed
MSIs (Table 4)
Among 46 MSIs, 36 were stable during treatment (20
maxilla, 16 mandible, bilaterally), and 10 failed (four
maxilla, six mandible, bilaterally). The success rate in
the maxilla was 80%, and in the mandible, it was 63%.
Out of 10 failed implants, six implants failed 24 h after
implant insertion, and four implants failed 3 weeks after
implant insertion.
The cfNA level 1 h after MSI insertion was 0.4 ± 0.86

ng/μl in cases with successful implants compared to 0.7
± 0.36 ng/μl in cases with failed implants. The expres-
sion of cfNA levels was on average 0.32 ng/μl more in
the cases with failed implants (P 0.05). Similar trends
could also be seen 24 h and 3 weeks after MSI insertion.
ROC curve analysis indicated that the cfNA levels could
discriminate well between successful and failed MSIs.
The area under the ROC curve (AUROC) varied from
68% 24 h after MSI insertion to 92% 3 weeks after MSI
insertion. One hour after MSI insertion, cfNA levels of
> 0.4 ng/μl had a sensitivity of 80% (95% CI 44.4 to
97.5%), specificity of 86% (70.5 to 95.3%), PPV of 61.5%
(31.6 to 86.1%), and NPV of 94% (79.8 to 99.3%). Simi-
larly, 24 h after MSI insertion and 3 weeks after MSI in-
sertion, cfNA values of > 1.1 units and > 0.5 units

Fig. 2 Sample collection by periopaper at the miniscew implant site

Table 1 Schedule of sample collection

Loading protocol CODE Schedule for sample collection

Pre-loading T1 1 h

T2 24 h

T3 3 weeks

Post-loading T4 1 h

T5 24 h

T6 7 days

T7 3 weeks

T8 6 weeks
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showed good sensitivity (60% and 100%), specificity (78%
and 80%), PPV (43% and 36%), and NPV (87% and
100%) (Table 4).

Discussion
Traditionally, the stability of an MSI was assessed by its
mobility and the severity of peri-implant inflammation.
However, evolving research on biological markers pro-
vides insight into bone remodelling and the health of peri-
odontal and peri-implant tissue. Although a limited
number of protein-based biomarkers have been studied in
PMICF, the present study is the first to evaluate nucleic
acid-based biomarkers during orthodontic tooth move-
ment. This prospective study was initiated with the hy-
pothesis that changes in the clinical stability of MSIs must
be reflected in the activity of underlying biomarkers. As
age and sex do not affect enzymatic activity [30], these fac-
tors were not considered during sample recruitment. The
biochemical levels of maxilla and mandible were evaluated
separately as the literature supports a difference in the rate
of success and failure of MSIs in maxilla and mandible

[31]. PMICF volume is correlated with the inflammatory
state; therefore, we compared the mean volume of cfNAs
at various time intervals (T1–T8).
In the present study, cfNA levels peaked 24 h after

MSI insertion; this was statistically significant. The in-
creased level of cfNAs was due to injury to soft tissue
and bone, provoking inflammation and cell death. Dur-
ing acute inflammation, cells such as neutrophils, mac-
rophages, and lymphocytes invade the injury site early
on, followed by fibroblasts and osteoclasts. Release of
cfNAs from necrotic cells occurs during phagocytosis
[32]. In addition to cell death, neutrophils can mediate
the immune response by releasing neutrophil extracellu-
lar traps (NETs) that can trap and kill various pathogens
[33]. An increase in the level of NETs has been shown
to correlate with the release of cfNAs [34]. These cells
and pathogens release cfNAs into the extracellular envir-
onment during NETosis, i.e., they are involved in the
formation of cfNAs. To the best of our knowledge, very
few studies have discussed the peak of biomarkers 24 h
after MSI insertion. There was a fall in the level of

Fig. 3 Assessment of mobility of MSI with Periotest

Fig. 4 Trend of concentration of cfNAs (ng/μl) at various time intervals in combined all four quadrants
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cfNAs 3 weeks after MSI insertion due to reduced cellu-
lar stress, and cell death reduces acute inflammation.
The second peak was observed 24 h after MSI loading

due to increased cell proliferation during bone remodel-
ling. However, the level was not as high as that seen 24 h
after implant insertion. A slight increase after 24 h indi-
cates that mechanical stress appears to evoke biochem-
ical and structural responses in various cells in vivo and
in vitro [35]. Previous studies reported that IL-1β levels
significantly increase after 24 and 48 h after MSI loading,
suggestive of increased osteoclastic activity during bone
remodelling [9, 11]. IL-2 showed a peak at 24 h, and IL-
8 showed a peak 1 h after MSI loading [12]. RANKL
levels were significantly higher 24 h after MSI loading;
correspondingly, the OPG/RANKL ratio decreased, indi-
cating increased osteoclastic activity. TNF-α increased
24 and 48 h after MSI loading, but the increase was not
statistically significant. HMG-B1 [36], MMP-8 [37], and
pentraxin-3 [38] also peaked 24 h after MSI loading. A
recent review also reported that IL-1, IL-2, IL-8, and
TNF-α in PMICF, and prostaglandins, OPG/RANKL,

and MMP-8 in GCF, are indicators of bone remodelling
during orthodontic tooth movement [39].
The cfNA levels decreased over a 6-week period after

MSI loading, suggestive of inherent feedback mecha-
nisms and adaptation of periodontal architecture to
forces. Existing literature has reported the highest peak
at 24 h or 48 h after loading due to underlying bone re-
sponse to orthodontic forces. Increased inflammation
after MSI insertion may be a possible reason for peri-
implantitis or implant failure. Based on our findings, we
can suggest that cfNAs might play a major role in medi-
ating acute inflammation after MSI insertion.
The highest periotest mobility (7 ± 3) was observed

24 h after MSI insertion. There was a significant increase
in manual mobility (65%) and gingival inflammation
(65%) 24 h after MSI insertion. Clinical findings corre-
lated with the biochemical findings; the levels of cfNAs
also showed a significant rise 24 h after MSI insertion.
Conventionally, only clinical parameters have been used
to assess the stability of MSIs [40], but emerging studies
on biomarkers have opened up new vistas in clinical

Table 2 Quantitative levels of cfNAs in PMICF in combined all four quadrants before and after loading of MSI

Loading protocol Time Mean (ng/μl) ± SD Range P value

Pre-loading T1 0.4 0.86 0.001–4.78 –

T2 0.9 0.72 0.11–2.7 < 0.01

T3 0.2 0.31 0.001–1.2 0.03

Baseline for post-loading T3 0.2 0.31 0.001–1.2

Post-loading T4 0.5 0.53 0.12–2.12 0.25

T5 0.8 0.70 0.04–3.03 < 0.01

T6 0.3 0.36 0.015–1.42 0.15

T7 0.3 0.35 0.001–1.2 0.15

T8 0.2 0.24 0.01–0.93 0.72

P < 0.05 = statistically significant, P < 0.01 = statistically highly significant

Table 3 Comparison of periotest mobility, manual mobility (MM), and modified Loe and Silness index before and after loading of
MSI

Loading protocol Periotest mobility Manual mobility (MM) and Loe and Silness index (LS)

Time Mean ± SD P Deterioration in MM/LS of implant (%) Improvement in MM/LS of implant (%) P

Pre-loading T1 3.1 ± 1.67 – – –

T2 6.7 ± 3.38 0.00 65 0 < 0.001

T3 5.4 ± 2.91 0.39 25 30 0.01

Baseline for post-loading T3 5.4 ± 2.91 25 30

Post-loading T4 5.0 ± 2.40 0.32 25 11.1 0.26

T5 5.4 ± 2.05 0.05 30.5 0 0.001

T6 4.4 ± 1.66 0.43 22.2 11.1 0.38

T7 3.6 ± 2.35 0.97 0.02 19.4 0.07

T8 4.1 ± 2.01 0.23 16.6 13.9 > 0.90

P < 0.05 = statistically significant, P < 0.01 = statistically highly significant
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orthodontics. Biological markers can be assessed and
monitored during treatment even before implant failure,
so measures such as improvement in oral hygiene and
reduction in loading forces can improve MSI stability.
In the present study, a higher failure rate has been ob-

served in the mandible; the survival rate in the maxilla is
80%, but in the mandible is 63%. A higher number of
MSI failures in the mandible have also been observed in
other studies [41]. In one study, 38 MSIs were placed in
10 patients in both the maxilla and mandible; a success
rate of 100% was seen in the maxilla and 76.3% in the
mandible [41]. The higher failure rate in human mandi-
bles is attributed to the greater bone density of the man-
dible, resulting in the use of higher insertion torque
values, bone overheating, and less cortical bone forma-
tion around the MSI. Another reason for failure could
be reduced accessibility for cleaning and retaining saliva
due to salivary gland duct opening [42].
In the present study, bilateral MSI failure has been ob-

served. This finding is in line with earlier studies that re-
ported no significant difference in the failure rate of MSI
based on insertion site and insertion side (left or right)
[43, 44]. This is contrary to another study that reported
a slightly higher MSI success rate on the left side, pos-
sibly due to better oral hygiene maintenance by a right-
handed person [45].
We observed higher levels of cfNAs in cases with

failed MSI and it was on an average 0.32 ng/μl more.
The elevated level of cfNAs might be associated with in-
creased inflammation-mediated bone resorption around
the MSI. One supportive study concluded that different
DNA profiles in cell-free GCF could be a potential bio-
marker of periodontal health and disease [46]. A system-
atic review also reported that levels of biomarkers in
PMICF help in understanding immune-inflammatory
peri-implant diseases and in developing host modulation
therapies [47]. The present study suggests that an in-
creased level of cfNAs in failed implant cases is a poten-
tial indicator of implant stability. Levels of cfNA release,
if continuously monitored, can avoid screw loosening.
Thus, cfNAs are an important biomarker for anchorage
during canine or en masse retraction.
A recent study reported that peptides, such as α defen-

sins, thymosins, trypsin, and antitrypsins, are biological
markers essential to understand the biological process
behind tooth eruption. It concludes that levels of bio-
markers enhance the understanding of the biological
basis of tooth movement and tooth eruption [48].
Protein-based biomarkers are estimated using ELISA,

whereas nucleic acid-based biomarkers, such as cfNAs,
are estimated using fluorometry. Fluorometry is a
fluorescent-based technique, simple to perform, and can
be done chair-side. It is a non-invasive, rapid, and accur-
ate method of cfNA quantification. The detection of

cfNAs is sensitive and specific since the nucleic bases of
host DNA and bacterial DNA can be differentiated with
this technique. Thus, it plays an important role in deter-
mining the causative factors for inflammatory changes,
whether the inflammation is exacerbated by the host
immune cells or foreign body cells (such as bacteria,
viruses, parasites).
The change in the expression of biomarkers indicates

the clinical stability of an MSI in orthodontic patients.
The conventional methods for detecting these bio-
markers still lack accuracy. These conventional methods
are time-consuming and require laboratory setups for
procedures such as ELISA. Detection of cfNAs by a
Qubit 3 device is extremely sensitive and can be done
chair-side. Chair-side diagnostic kits also help in asses-
sing the progression of orthodontic MSI stability. It
concludes that time-dependent temporal changes of bio-
marker levels may be of diagnostic value.
Limitations of this study include the small sample size

and only one biomarker studied for a short period of
time. Additional research is required with a larger sam-
ple size for a longer duration to validate the interaction
of biomarkers during peri-implantitis. Studies need to be
conducted in GCF and PMICF simultaneously to find
out optimal forces for tooth movement. Real-time PCR
should be carried out to determine whether the cause of
implant failure is host DNA or bacterial DNA.

Conclusion
The highest peak in the level of cfNAs was observed 24
h after MSI insertion. The expression of the level of
cfNAs was greater in cases with a failed MSI. The cfNAs
play a major role in mediating acute inflammation.
Therefore, cfNAs are an important prognostic biomarker
to assess implant stability and the health of soft and hard
tissues around an MSI.
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